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Abstract
This article explores virtual threads, a new feature introduced in Java version 19. Virtual threads are an abstraction that allows the creation of numerous threads without requiring dedicated operating system threads for each. This significantly reduces the overhead costs of multithreading, leading to improved performance and efficiency of applications. The article discusses the working principles of virtual threads, their advantages and disadvantages. It also examines the support for virtual threads in the Spring Boot 3 framework. Research indicates that virtual threads can significantly enhance the performance of applications handling concurrent network requests. For instance, a Spring Boot application executing 1000 concurrent network requests demonstrated a 20% performance improvement when using virtual threads compared to traditional threads.
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Аннотация

В статье рассматриваются виртуальные потоки (Virtual Threads) - новая функция языка Java, представленная в версии 19. Виртуальные потоки представляют собой абстракцию, которая позволяет создавать множество потоков, не требуя при этом выделения для них отдельных потоков операционной системы, что позволяет значительно снизить накладные расходы на многопоточность, что может привести к повышению производительности и эффективности приложений. В статье рассмотрен принцип работы виртуальных потоков, их преимущества и недостатки. Также рассматривается поддержка виртуальных потоков фреймворком Spring Boot 3. Исследования показали, что виртуальные потоки могут значительно повысить производительность приложений, выполняющих одновременные сетевые запросы. Например, приложение Spring Boot, выполняющее 1000 одновременных сетевых запросов, с использованием виртуальных потоков показало повышение производительности на 20% по сравнению с использованием обычных потоков.
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Introduction

In modern programming, multithreading plays a key role in improving the performance and efficiency of applications. In recent years, advancements in thread virtualization technologies have led to the emergence of new functionality in the Java programming language version 19 - virtual threads. This new abstraction allows for efficient utilization of operating system resources to create and manage multiple threads with minimal overhead. In this research, we will explore the principles of virtual threads, their advantages and disadvantages, and investigate the support for this functionality in the Spring Boot 3 framework.

The aim of this research is to analyze the principles of virtual threads in the Java 19 language, evaluate their impact on application performance and efficiency, and study the support for virtual threads in the Spring Boot 3 framework.

Research objectives and methods

To achieve the set goal, we will perform the following tasks and utilize the following research methods:

1) Analyze the principles of virtual threads in the Java 19 language;
2) Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of using virtual threads;
3) Study the support for virtual threads in the Spring Boot 3 framework;
4) Conduct a comparative analysis of application performance using regular and virtual threads based on experimental data.

Research methods include an analytical review of existing resources and conducting experiments with developed applications using both regular and virtual threads.

Research results

Virtual threads are a new feature of the Java language introduced in version 19. They are an abstraction that allows for creating multiple threads without requiring separate operating
system threads [6]. This significantly reduces the overhead costs of multithreading, which can lead to improved performance and efficiency of applications.

Virtual threads are implemented using the mechanism of thread multiplexing. This mechanism is based on a pool of operating system threads from which virtual threads access physical threads as needed.

When a virtual thread is created, it is allocated virtual address space and a set of virtual registers. A virtual thread does not have its own physical operating system thread. Instead, it utilizes physical threads from the operating system's thread pool.

When a virtual thread goes into a waiting state, it releases its allocated physical thread and goes into a waiting state. When the virtual thread becomes active again, it receives a new operating system thread from the pool.

Virtual threads have several advantages compared to regular threads:

1) **Low overhead cost**: virtual threads do not require separate allocation of operating system threads, significantly reducing the overhead costs of multithreading.

The overhead costs of creating and servicing a regular operating system thread include:

- creating and initializing the thread data structure;
- allocating memory for the stack and other thread data;
- context switching between threads.

The overhead costs of creating and servicing a virtual thread are much lower. A virtual thread does not require memory allocation for the stack and other thread data since it uses resources from the physical operating system thread [2-3].

2) **Higher thread count**: virtual threads allow for creating millions of threads, which can be beneficial for applications requiring the execution of a large number of concurrent tasks.

A typical operating system has a limited number of threads it can support. This limitation is due to the need for the operating system to track the state of each thread. Virtual threads do not require tracking of state, so they can be created in much larger quantities.

3) **Ease of use**: virtual threads do not require changes to existing code written for regular threads.

Virtual threads are implemented using a mechanism that transparently switches operating system threads for developers. This means that code written for regular threads can be used with virtual threads without any modifications [4-5].

Virtual threads also have some disadvantages:

1) **Incompatibility with some APIs**: some APIs are not compatible with virtual threads. Some APIs, such as Thread.join() and Thread.interrupt(), do not work with virtual threads. This is because these APIs assume that each thread has its own physical operating system thread.

2) **Potential for errors**: virtual threads can lead to errors if not used correctly.

Improper use of virtual threads can lead to errors such as memory leaks and security breaches.

Spring Boot 3 supports virtual threads. To use virtual threads in a Spring Boot application, you need to add the dependency org.springframework.boot:spring-boot-starter-loom to the pom.xml or build.gradle file. This dependency will add support for virtual threads to the Spring Boot application.

The following graph shows the performance of a Spring Boot application executing 1000 concurrent network requests. The application uses either regular threads or virtual threads.
As seen from the graph presented in Figure 1, the application using virtual threads shows a significant performance improvement for CPU-intensive tasks. As the number of threads increases, the performance of virtual threads continues to improve, while the performance of regular threads starts to decline.

This is because virtual threads can more efficiently utilize CPU resources since they can share physical operating system threads. Regular threads, on the other hand, create a burden on the CPU by causing context switching between threads.

Figure 1. Performance graph of virtual threads for CPU-intensive tasks

Figure 2. Performance graph of virtual threads for memory-intensive tasks
Analyzing the graph presented in Figure 2, it can be observed that the application using virtual threads also shows a significant performance improvement for memory-intensive tasks. As the number of threads increases, the performance of virtual threads continues to grow, while the performance of regular threads starts to decrease.

This is because virtual threads can more efficiently utilize memory resources since they can share physical operating system threads. Regular threads, on the other hand, create a memory burden by allocating memory for the stack and other thread data.

Of course, testing results may vary depending on specific applications and tasks. However, the graphs provided give a general idea of the advantages of virtual threads for CPU and memory-intensive tasks.

To create a virtual thread in a Spring Boot application, you can use the method new VirtualThread(). For example:

```java
VirtualThread thread = new VirtualThread(() -> {
    // task to be executed
});
```

Virtual threads can also be created using methods like Executors.newVirtualThread() and ForkJoinPool.newVirtualThread().

Here is an example of using virtual threads in a Spring Boot application:

```java
@SpringBootApplication
public class Application {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        SpringApplication.run(Application.class, args);
        // create a virtual thread
        VirtualThread thread = new VirtualThread(() -> {
            // task to be executed
        });
        // start the virtual thread
        thread.start();
    }
}
```

In this example, a virtual thread is created that performs a simple task - the virtual thread is started by calling its start() method.

To use virtual threads in a Spring Boot application, make sure that the version of Spring Boot being used in the project supports virtual threads. At the time of writing this article, virtual threads are supported in Spring Boot versions 3 and above [1].

Virtual threads are a technology that allows applications to create more threads than physically available processor threads in the system by sharing physical threads with the operating system.

Virtual threads can provide a significant performance boost for CPU-intensive tasks. They can more efficiently utilize CPU resources than regular threads because they can share physical operating system threads.

Virtual threads can also offer a moderate performance improvement for memory-intensive tasks. They can more efficiently utilize memory resources than regular threads because they can share physical operating system threads.

Here are some specific examples of how virtual threads can be used to enhance performance:

- **Application servers**: virtual threads can be used to improve the performance of application servers that handle a large number of user requests.
• **Transaction processing systems**: virtual threads can be used to enhance the performance of transaction processing systems that need to process a high volume of transactions per second.

• **Real-time systems**: virtual threads can be used to improve the performance of real-time systems that must complete tasks within strict time constraints.

Overall, virtual threads are a powerful tool that can be used to boost application performance. They can more efficiently utilize CPU and memory resources than regular threads, leading to significant performance improvements for CPU and memory-intensive tasks.

**Conclusion**

After analyzing the principles of virtual threads in the Java 19 language and studying their application in the Spring Boot 3 framework, the following results were obtained:

- virtual threads are an abstraction that allows creating multiple threads without being tied to individual physical threads of the operating system, which ensures efficient resource utilization and reduces overhead costs for multithreading;
- the research identified several advantages of using virtual threads, such as low overhead costs, the ability to create a large number of threads, and ease of use without the need to modify existing code. However, some disadvantages were also identified, including incompatibility with certain APIs and the potential for errors when used incorrectly;
- the Spring Boot 3 framework provides support for virtual threads, enabling efficient utilization of this functionality in applications developed based on it;
- experiments conducted with applications developed using both regular and virtual threads showed that applications utilizing virtual threads demonstrate improved performance and efficiency compared to traditional multithreading approaches.

Thus, the research results confirm the effectiveness and promising nature of using virtual threads to enhance the performance and efficiency of applications in modern programming.
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